
 

EDUCATIONAL VISITS  WOW FACTOR! SUPPORTING YOUR CHILD’S HOME LEARNING 

 WOW FACTOR  
Pirate day 
Research project- Making a Pirate 
costume 
Creating a pirate ship with a wind-
up mechanism 
Creating a pirate map 
 

Book folders need to be brought to school every day. Your child will change their books throughout the week. Home Learning will focus on: 
 Reading every day to an adult and make a comment in their reading record books  
 Practicing spellings with an adult each week 
 Literacy and Numeracy activities, usually practical, every 2 weeks  
 Practical activities such as PE to reinforce learning at school  
 PE bags to be brought in and left for the half-term  Water bottles should be brought in on a daily basis 

Year 2 This half term our topic is   ‘Pirates’  

ENGLISH MATHS 
Understanding English, communication and languages 
To be able to:  
Narrative 
Story writing 

Discuss and compare story themes. 

Discuss and predict story endings. 

Talk about settings, considering how they influence events and behaviour. 

Predict story endings from unfinished extracts. 

Discuss and describe characters, expressing own view. 

Retell/re-enact stories using words and phrases from the text. 

 

Explanation  

Explain a process in sequence, using a flow chart or cyclical diagram as a visual aid. 

Give explanations and definitions for words or concepts. 

Mathematical understanding 
To recognise and name common 2D and 3D shapes, including:  
 To compare, describe and solve practical problems for:  
 lengths and heights (long/short, longer/shorter, tall/short, double/half)  
 mass or weight (heavy/light, heavier than, lighter than)  
capacity/volume (full/empty, more than, less than, quarter)  
time (quicker, slower, earlier, later).  
To recognise and know the value of different denominations of coins and notes.  To solve one-step problems that 
involve addition and subtraction, using concrete  
objects and pictorial representations, and missing number problems.  
To solve one-step problems involving multiplication and division  
To recognise, find and name a half as one of two equal parts of an object, shape or quantity.  
To tell the time to the hour and half past the hour and draw the hands on a clock face to show these times.  

SCIENCE COMPUTING HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY ART/DESIGN TECHNOLOGY 

Scientific and technological understanding 
To make a wind-up mechanism for pirate ship e.g. anchor, flag, plank.  
To discuss different materials and their properties.  
To understand what forces are-  
Floating and sinking 
To make a boat which can float in water for the longest amount of 
time when weight is applied to it.  
 

 

ICT opportunities 
Switched on ICT ‘We are Detectives’ 
To understand how to send emails. 
To understand that email can be used 
to communicate. 
To develop skills in opening, composing 
and sending emails. 
To use appropriate language in emails. 
To develop skills in editing and 
formatting text in emails. 
To be aware of e-safety issues when 
using email. 

Historical, geographical and social understanding 
To understand what an island is. 
To design a treasure map using a key. 
To write instructions on how to find the treasure- 
Directional language. 
History of Pirates 
What is a pirate? 
To research Famous Pirates. 
Focus on both fictional and real life. 

 

Understanding the arts (Art and Design Technology) 
To design and label a pirate ship.  
Labelling different materials and their properties. 
To experiment with joining materials.  
Cutting. 
Measuring. 
Adapting ideas. 
Experimenting with materials. 
To design and create a treasure map with a key.  

 
 
 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION PHSE MUSIC RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 

Understanding physical development, health and wellbeing 
Real PE- Cognitive and creative 
Dance- Linked to IPC topic (Pirates) 
 

Going for Goals 
Taking responsibility for our successes 
and when things go wrong.  
To understand what it means to be 
persistent and persevering  
To explore the idea of being resilient 
and bouncing back through a difficult 
time or experience 

To understand what is meant by pulse, rhythm and 
pitch. 
To be able to keep a steady beat. 
To be able to perform a simple rhythm. 
 

Christianity 
To know what Christians believe and how they 
worship. 
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